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ABSTRACT
Academic stress can be deleterious to students and lead to physical and psychological distress. The students may become irritable, show lack of concentration, poor inter-personal relations, insomnia and absenteeism. Nursing education is challenging and place heavy demands on the students. Undergraduate nursing students also have similar demands like other college students combined with a rigorous course load and clinical competency requirements. In addition to continuous examinations. It could result into emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and decreased personal achievements. This physical and psychological distress may hamper students’ academic performance and hence impede their pursuit of the nursing career temporarily and permanently and can lead to shortage of nurses entering clinical career.
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INTRODUCTION
Stress is a natural feeling, designed to help you cope in challenging situations. In small amounts it can be good, because it pushes you to work hard and do your best, such as during exams. Stressful situations give your body and brain practice in developing the best response to future stressful situations. Once the danger passes, your body systems should return to normal. Severe acute stress is a different story. This kind of stress, such as when you’ve faced a life-threatening situation, can lead to post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or other mental health problems. [1]

The very mention of the word ‘stress' brings thoughts such as increased rate of depression, anxiety, cardiovascular disease, and other potentially life-threatening issues to one's mind [2]. Stress defines as the adverse reaction people display for excessive pressures or other types of demands placed on them.

Stress is a particularly important issue in education because it has the potential to impede concentration, memory, and problem-solving ability, which in turn adversely affect academic performance and learning. In the university environment, there are high expectations, information overload, Study pressure, unrealistic ambitions, limited opportunities, and high competitiveness, which cause academic stress[3].
Nursing education is challenging and place heavy demands on the students. Undergraduate nursing students also have similar demands like other college students combined with a rigorous course load and clinical competency requirements. In addition to continuous examinations, research papers and other assignments and longer study hours associated with lack of free times as nursing students have a lot of prerequisites before their clinical assignment. [4]

Academic stress can be deleterious to students and lead to physical and psychological distress. The students may become irritable, show lack of concentration, poor inter-personal relations, insomnia and absenteeism. It could result into emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and decreased personal achievements. This physical and psychological distress may hamper students’ academic performance and hence impede their pursuit of the nursing career temporarily and permanently and can lead to shortage of nurses entering clinical career. [5]

The most observed sources of stress were fear of failure, uncertainty about future, lack of confidence, discomfort, nervousness sadness, depression, lethargy, lack of confidence negative attitudes, low temper, fatigue decrees sleep and poor satisfaction about performance. It is also worth noting that stress is an inevitable part of student-life; as it takes a toll on most students’ physical health, emotional wellbeing, and academic performance. [6]

Majority of students spent a lot of time at work and less time studying. Being employed and at the same time still be a college student is a constant source of stress [7].

Undergraduate nursing student stress is widely recognized, especially in the clinical setting. With frequent changes and challenges in health care and technology, the clinical setting has the potential to become even more stressful field.

Globally, the traditional higher education delivery system which has a classroom setting with students and lecturer interactions has been challenged by innovations in educational delivery mechanisms [8]. As a result of an inability to handle or deal with a challenge or problem encountered in the performance of a specific activity or studies. Distress result in both emotional and physical pain. An example of emotional pain is sadness, resorting to drugs, violence, a low concentration at studies, low participation in social activities. Most often than not Distress is caused by external factors [6].

It is well recognized that medical training can be extremely stressful and that high stress is a risk factor for a wide range of psychological and health-related consequences [9].

Fear “is a chain reaction in the brain the start with a stressful stimulus and ends with the release of chemicals that cause a racing heart, fast breathing and energize mussels, among other things also known as the fight of light responses [10].
Ability to manage stress is really an important issue when it comes to the topic if stress. Due to this, the Clinic community health center has laid down some stress relieving techniques which help a lot especially students to enable them to manage their stress issues. Stress that can arise from various academic and environmental aspects is very common among college students. Uncontrollable stress lowers academic, social, environmental, psychological and physical adjustment [11]. There are some techniques and ways that can help reduce stress and stop you being stressed up.

Stress can also affect health-related behaviors. Stressed students are more likely to have problems with disrupted sleep, poor diet, and lack of exercise. This is understandable given that nearly half of APA survey respondents reported completing three hours of homework per night in addition to their full day of school work and extracurriculars. Roughly 30% of the teens reported feeling overwhelmed, depressed, or sad because of their stress [12].
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